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Vocabulary Assessment

Chapter 3: The Wives of Old Bear

Lesson 16

bear

boat

buffalo

Sacagawea

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.
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Modified Cloze Maze Assessment

Chapter 3: The Wives of Old Bear

Lesson 16

bear

buffalo

Sacagawea

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

an ottera beara buffalo

2. This is Old Bear.   
Old Bear looks like _________________________.

a birda buffaloa bear

1. Otter Woman and I are different.   
She’s like an otter.   
I’m like _________________________.
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Lesson 16

boatvillagesea

4. Old Bear said that they were going west.   
They were going west to the _________________________.

on buffaloin boatson horses

3. Soon more white men came.   
These men came _________________________.

The chiefThe horseOtter Woman

2. We did not like Old Bear.   
_________________________ liked Old Bear.

a buffaloa bearan Indian

1. One day a white man came.   
He looked like _________________________!



Sacagawea: The Trip to the West © Don Johnston Incorporated

Lesson 16

village

boats

corn

buffalo

Sacagawea

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

horsescornboats

5. The white men had guns.   
The white men needed _________________________.
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Lesson 16Modified Cloze Maze Assessment

Chapter 3: The Wives of Old Bear

trade           get           turnmany           three           most

went           west           back

seeing           going           good

made           soon           saidmen           girls           mean

asked             told             took

not           late           likeMan           Bear           Boy

helped               cold               called

One day, a white man came to the village.   

Otter Woman and I _________________________________ the white man,  

“Old _________________________.”  His face was hairy ______________________ 

a bear!  Old Bear _________________________ me about the white 

______________________ who came.  Old Bear ______________________, 

“The white men are _____________________________ west.  They are going 

__________________________ to the sea.”  Old Bear said, “The white men have 

___________________________ guns.  Maybe they will __________________________ 

guns for horses.”



Sacagawea: The Trip to the West © Don Johnston Incorporated

Lesson 16

1. A large animal that lives in North America

2. The leader of a tribe

3. A person who works hard with no pay

4. Native Americans

5. A home made out of logs and dirt

6. A large flat area of land without trees

7. Very, very hungry

8. A tall, high hill with steep sides

_____  Indians

_____  mountain

_____  plains

_____  buffalo

_____  slave

_____  chief

_____  lodge

_____  starving

Vocabulary: Match the word and the definition.
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Lesson 16Modified Cloze Maze Assessment

Chapter 3: The Wives of Old Bear

Rocky         Otter         Rivercalled         cross         carry

two          white          will

last        game        getway        river        wives

Jefferson             Otter             Bear

Chief           Old           Carry

big           bear           haswere         can         came

other             morning             moremen        more        wives

chief          canoe          bear

Horse             Bet             Bearspoke               seen               called

woman               white               old

When I was 13 years old, a Frenchman came to live in the Minnetaree village.   

He was the first __________________________ man that I had ever  

____________________________.  We called him “Old _________________________.”   

Old Bear would help our _________________________ to trade with other white 

____________________.  Two years passed.  Then, _____________________________  

than 30 white men ___________________ up the river in _______________________ 

canoes.  “They have been sent by _______________________ Jefferson,”  

said Old Bear.  “Chief _______________________________ wants to find  

a __________________ to cross the land to ___________________ to the western  

sea.  The ______________________ men need horses to 

_________________________ their canoes over the _________________________ 

Mountains.”  I laughed.  I knew how hard it was to cross those mountains.



Sacagawea: The Trip to the West © Don Johnston Incorporated

Lesson 16

1. A large animal that lives in North America 

2. The leader of a tribe 

3. A person who works hard with no pay 

4. Native American 

5. A home made out of logs and dirt 

6. A large flat area of land without trees 

7. Very, very hungry 

8. A tall, high hill with steep sides 

9. Bird Woman

10. A group of Native Americans who speak  
      the same language

_____  Sacagawea

_____  mountain 

_____  plains 

_____  buffalo 

_____  slave 

_____  chief 

_____  lodge 

_____  tribe

_____  starving

_____  Indian

Vocabulary: Match the word and the definition.


